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Mt Tauhara earlier this year, a 600m climb taking 2 to 3 hours return.

Jim Hogan’s Mathematics and
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The Measurement
Issue
and
Curriculum Refresh
Comments
Greeting Everyone.
October 2022.
How much learning do we create around measurement? Local Curriculum will involve
measurement. Do you know where to find data? Do you know how to measure relevant
data? What is measurement?
In today’s world of data there are measures being recorded like never before. The Regional
Council’s have remote measurement and recording of temperatures, water flows, waves
and pollution for example and make all of this available on their websites. Here is the BOP
Environmental Data Portal, https://envdata.boprc.govt.nz/Data. Waikato has a data portal
https://www.waikatoregion.govt.nz/community/whats-happening/waikato-data-portal/ and
likewise Gisborne, https://geoportal-gizzy.opendata.arcgis.com/, Hawkes Bay
https://hbrcopendata-hbrc.opendata.arcgis.com/, and if you look you will find many others.
Huge amounts of data. There are also people in the councils happy to help to make the
data suitable for student projects. Just ask!

A brochure arrived in the post and I saw a whole page of measuring equipment for sale. A
selection should be in the maths class.

Measurement involves units and scale, formula and substitution, Length in 1d, 2d and 3d,
trigonometry, Mass, Time, Capacity, Current, Angle and Radiation just to name a few.
Scales are many and varied; in 4 parts, 5 parts, 10 parts, linear and non linear, analogue
and digital. Making a “ruler” is an essential task for learners. Here I use “ruler” to mean “a
tool that measures something”. A couple of my students made use of bendy piano wire to
make a measure to weigh trout flies. Measurement involves calibration, estimation and the
terms precision and accuracy. Ask any tradesman what mathematics they use the most and
they will answer “Measurement”. The experienced ones will also say “Measure twice, cut
once!”.

Scale is very multiplicative. It involves ratio and proportion. Mapping and scale drawing is a
worthwhile context to teach the understanding of these concepts.

Resource Ideas
• Making a pirate map with scale, direction and treasures is a lot of fun. This map has been
stained with tea and the edges burned to “age” the map and make it look more authentic.
This is fun and I have not met a Year 9 student, boy or girl who does not enjoy this creative
task. It is very interesting to compare Pirate Maps drawn by boys with these drawn by girls.

Using a topographical map is essential for outdoor pursuits. Being able to calculate
compass directions, recognise ridges, huts, contours, rivers and estimate distances is
standard practise. Here a screen shot from the Google Earth .app shows the length
measuring tool. It can calculate area as well. The topographical map clip shows the same
area. The history of maps is fascinating;
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_cartography.
v

• Another task all my classes enjoyed was to make a toy cardboard cutout, usually a truck
or car. The Weetbix packets once had cardboard models printed on them and I still use the
Space Shuttle series. One group of keen students scaled it up to A3 size from A4 on the
photocopier and printed it on 120gram card. They figured out the scale factor or
%enlargement as well to make the area double. A nice problem. Here is a link to many
cardboard models.
https://www.pinterest.nz/pin/512566001335674897/
We should be teaching a lot of measurement and link it to number, algebra and geometry.
Organising a Maths Programme
Hence my current schema for the big picture of a Year 9 and Year 19 programme. Term 1 is
all about linking Geometry to all stands, and Logic. Term 2 is the same diagram with
Measurement at the centre. Term 3 is repeated with Statistics/Probability centred. Term 4 is
all about Projects, Special Topics and Summative Measures.

A Term is only 9 weeks long and once upon a time we had 4 hrs of mathematics tuition per
week. So all in all 36 hrs to prepare. Broken onto contexts the Plan could read Maps,
Models and Measures. Inside those titles is scale factor, ratio and proportion, similarity,
compass constructions and geometric shapes, using measurers, formula and for Year 9
prisms and for Year 10 circles. All a bit of fun and enjoyment.
Measurement Jokes and Puzzles

I drew a Travel Clock like this on my OE journeys once
and last Xmas found another application at Waikato Hospital CRU.
• Where on Earth can you build a house with all four walls facing North?
• What is a fermi?
• How wide is an atom?
• Google “The Powers of Ten” and see how powerful base 10 can be. The Universe
is only 43 powers of 10 across!
• Is there a smallest length?
• Do we all “see” the same colours?
• Why can we not see an electron?
• How long does a radio signal, light, take to travel to the Moon or Mars?
• What is Red Shift?
• What is a cubit, a firkin, a gill and a dry load.
• What unit of measures did the Māori use?
• What direction do all Wharenui face?

• What direction do all Wharenui face?
• Point to your zenith.
• Point in the direction of Earth’s rotation.
• Where is and what is the name of the most Eastern Marae in NZ.
Measurement is full of curiosity, history and really rich contexts and connects all strands.
This is where the new 2024 Achievement Standards are located. Connections. See my
last newsletter (website).

Curriculum Refresh
Comments
The new Ministry website https://curriculumrefresh.education.govt.nz/ was published on
28th SEPT. It is well worth an explore. The demographics of New Zealand have changed
and are changing.
Our education system today reflects the system that was designed in the 19th Century,
perhaps a bit earlier, in England in circumstance that is very different from the 21st Century.
We now have cars and some of us have horses, we have had telephones and now have
cell phones and internet based worldwide communication in a variety of platforms. We have
tossed away 35mm camera technology, our rockets now can track an asteroid and look like
StarWars machines. The world is very different.
We still have countries and ethnicities and people remain very loyal to both. Bird of a
feather flock together! There are jobs that now are not needed but almost everyday I read
of a new job or type of job that was not around even 50 years ago. We live in a different
world.
To refresh the Curriculum was an inspired insight. The website documents and describes
material that informed the review. Somehow work was progressed despite the COVID years
2020/2021 and now we can inspect and consider everything in the DRAFT. Here is a link
that gets you to Numeracy, Literacy and the Mathematics and Statistics Draft. Invest some
good time in exploring the refresh website and understand what is planned. Numeracy
assessment is changing and my advice is “BE READY”. The new Achievement Standards
are now connected, thank goodness, and this will allow more investigation, exploration,
hands-on mathematics, and something I have been promoting for a long time, fun and
enjoyment in learning maths.
No more comments at the moment from me. Feedback is welcomed and open until
December.

ANOTHER PRESSING and MEASURED
CURIOSITY
NZC L2 Students Entering Year 9
We all have them in our schools and there seems to be more in recent years. Reluctant,
uninspired, disinterested young learners. The current Year 9 endured the COVID
LOCKDOWN 2020 and the 2021 Lockdown as well.
Be wary of making an uninformed or premature judgement on these students. My
experience is they are not unable or idle. They are often quite bright students capable of
learning everything and anything. The circumstances they have lived have made them
adapt to being constantly on guard, very withdrawn and usually in survival mode. Only the

most talented and empathetic teachers should be charged with these students. These
students are demanding of time, emotion, expense and patience. They also have a right to
learning.
I identified a group of these students in a school in which I was running a PLD project. Their
names were listed clearly as NZC L2 students as measured by the LOMAS test in Term 1
of their Y9 year and low and behold two years later the were listed clearly in the End of
Year data as Year 10 students. The same names and still at NZC L2. They had been
turning up in the NZC L2 group for the entire two year period. I had noticed and the
teachers had noticed but students had made no discernable progress in mathematics. See
my .ppt collection and Measuring and Monitoring (website).
This group of students is a common and annual feature in all school data across New
Zealand. They enter secondary school as NZC 2 students and pretty much leave at the
same level a few years later. What becomes of them? Why does this happen? Why do they
not move? There are many questions that could and should be asked. Anyone interested in
a PLD project?
The Nano-Girl - Michelle
This article was in the Herald on Sunday 4th SEP. Nanogirl is an exceptional achiever and
brings science and maths to life. Alas, at school, she was not given a very good start. The
interview with Paula unpacks and explores some issues with what we tell students and how
we “stream” them. You can read the article here from the paper.

RESOURCES
Here is a well presented website with a lot of math revision and from low to high.
https://www.mathopolis.com/questions/day.php
Here is a link a very reasonably priced 3D printer. https://www.makershop.co.nz/AquilaX2
Easy to assemble, calibrate and use. Use TinkerCAD to make the project model and use
the software that comes with the printer to “slice” and print.

This is my puzzle all printed and ready for assembly. Nine Towers.
Cheers all, make this term count and add some fun.
JIM
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